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John Guziak from Deloitte CE writes explains why the

future of work is human-centric. 
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EVER SINCE ITS INCEPTION 31 YEARS AGO, ONE OF THE MOST FUNDAMENTAL

FUNCTIONS OF AMCHAM HAS BEEN TO MAINTAIN PLATFORMS FOR SHARING 

PROFESSIONAL KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE BETWEEN ITS MEMBERS. THERE

ARE SEVERAL SUCH PLATFORMS, INCLUDING AMCHAM MONTHLY MEETINGS, 

THE AMCHAM COMMITTEES, AND THE EXPERT SECTION 

OF THE CHAMBER'S MAGAZINE. 



Organizations need to examine

the responses of their work-

forces to Covid-19 inflicted

changes. What were their cop-

ing mechanisms? What brought

them success in the face of the

pandemic’s ever-present and

evolving threat?

Sixty per cent of workers across

Europe claim to have had no

major difficulty adapting to the

new work circumstances, ac-

cording to Deloitte’s European

Workforce Survey, which cov-

ered the population of 10,000

employees across seven Euro-

pean countries. It is a reassuring

result, but rather bringing relief

to managers it should be ap-

proached with consideration.  

NO MORE OLD PARADIGMS

The Deloitte research has re-

vealed values and trends that

should not be ignored by any or-

ganization that prioritizes re-

silience in an uncertain future.

Workers’ pandemic experiences

have not been uniform, and

unique situations call for unique

accommodations. Rather than

cling to old paradigms, business

leaders should be investing in

understanding their workers’

varied and complex needs now

and forecasting them beyond

the pandemic. If not, leaders

risk allowing productivity and

morale to wane by implement-

ing ineffective measures. 

Any future of work framework

should incorporate strategies

that value human capital as

much as technology. Ideally,

business leaders will co-create a

new framework with input from

their workforce. In so doing

they will empower the work-

force to perform well and en-

sure that any future conflicts

are easily surmounted.

A DELICATE BALANCE

It is useful to consider Deloitte’s

European Workforce Survey

analysis in the context of a

broader phenomenon seen

across organizations where

technology is often identified as

the main driver of enterprise

value and human interests are

portrayed as antithetical to the

fullest capitalization of technol-

ogy. What the European work-

force tells us is that the human

factor is critical to easing work’s

transition to the new situations

that emerge after the pan-

demic. 

It is clear that business leaders

should be considering human

capital and technology to-

gether, not separately. Those

who recognize that they are

equally important can adapt

their organizations faster to

new modes of working and

business, placing them ahead of

the game once the pandemic

becomes a distant memory.

PURPOSE AND BELONGING 

In a world that is now more con-

nected than ever, it may seem

odd that belonging was

deemed one of the two great-

est needs in organizations

today, according to the Global

Human Capital Trends report.

But if you consider our polar-

ized society, in which workers

might struggle to find meaning

and solidarity, it is not hard to

understand that they look in the

workplace for purpose and a

community of people with com-

mon values. 

According to Deloitte’s Global

Human Capital Trends, experi-

encing belonging as a worker is

the outcome of three mutually

reinforcing attributes: comfort

felt in your work environment,

connection to the people you

work with, and your contribu-

tions coming to life within the

organization. These elements

represent an evolution: comfort
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must be established before con-

nection can be fostered, and so

on. How can all of these ele-

ments be applied in a remote

context, where being physically

close is impossible? What tools

do organizations possess to

promote them?

CREATING COMFORT

The organization does have the

power to foster feelings of re-

spect and comfort. In addition,

organizations can promote mu-

tual trust and transparency via

genuine and unfiltered commu-

nications from the company. 

Companies that are consistent

and clear in their messaging,

highlight their priorities and

share their successes and fail-

ures equally, tend to succeed in

keeping their workforce en-

gaged better than others. Or-

ganizations with an inclusive

culture that fosters respect

have shown themselves to be

twice as likely to meet or ex-

ceed their financial targets,

three times as likely to be high

performing, six times more

likely to be innovative and agile,

and eight times more likely to

achieve better business out-

comes. 

ENABLING CONNECTIONS

The digital context in which we

are now operating has all but

eliminated the so-called periph-

eral or subsidiary relationships

at work. Communications are

largely limited to only the peo-

ple we work with directly. This

means that individuals are miss-

ing out on those second-degree

exchanges that in many cases

are the source of added creativ-

ity and strong professional net-

works. This applies to

established employees, as well

as those who join an organiza-

tion without ever having seen

the workplace or their col-

leagues. Leaders need to think

carefully about how to enable

connections among a remote

workforce and how to create a

balance between positive rein-

forcement and requiring em-

ployees to change their way of

working.

EMPHASIZING 

CONTRIBUTION

Through the work they deliver,

employees are expected to con-

tribute to the organization’s

goals. In a remote working

world this depends on trustwor-

thy employer-employee rela-

tionships. The supervisor

manages with the assumption

that everyone is contributing

equally and responsibly, even

though out of sight, and the

worker performs and delivers

without being seen or guided.

Establishing such a relationship

of mutual trust will ensure that

remote performance is compa-

rable to office performance. 

TRUST, AUTONOMY, 

ADAPTABILITY

It is to be hoped that we are not

in the eye of the storm but

rather beyond the alarming ini-

tial stage of pandemic re-

sponses. It is a learning

moment: a time to reflect on

what has worked well, and use

those lessons to fundamentally

redesign work, focusing on out-

puts rather than activities. Be-

hind every new future of a work

framework, three fundamental

tenets should be evident: trust,

autonomy, and ensuring the

worker can continue to adapt to

a rapidly changing future. Our

working world has changed im-

mensely, but pre-pandemic val-

ues and concerns remain, and

have even intensified. By listen-

ing to the workers, then embed-

ding well-being, belonging and

ethics into every aspect of the

design and delivery of work it-

self, an organization gives its

workforce the means to live and

perform at their best. 


